3M Adjustable Keyboard Tray
™

Specifications
Platform type

Separately adjustable platforms
for keyboard and mouse

Arm type

Lever-free lift & lock arm

Track length

Long (23”) (584 mm)

Unique features

Keyboard platform adjusts left &
right for fine tuning location

Accepts 2nd mouse
platform (sold separately)
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The 3M™ Adjustable Keyboard Tray is the ultimate solution for adjustability with
lever-free height adjustment, separate knob adjustment for tilt, super adjustable
mouse platform and unique left/right sliding feature that lets you fine tune the
keyboard’s position.
• L
 ever-free lift and lock adjustment for height.
Just tilt the platform to release, then un-tilt to
lock in place. Tilt adjusts with knob.
•  Keyboard platform can adjust left and right to
fine tune the exact position of the keyboard.
Great for situations where there is an
obstruction beneath the work surface forcing
the track to be mounted off-center from its ideal
location. Simply loosen red knob and adjust.

4" (102 mm)

Maximum depth below
mounting surface

6" (152 mm)

Platform tilt range

+15°/-15°

Swivel

360°

Under-desk width needed

24" (610 mm)

Under-desk depth needed

21.5" (546 mm)

Fits corner workstations

Yes

Warranty

Keyboard Arm - Lifetime
Keyboard Platform - 5 Years
Gel Wrist Rests - 1 Year

Installation Guidelines
24" (610 mm) min. under desk space required to
store keyboard tray
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• S
 uper adjustable separate mousing
platform
mounts left or right and needs no tools to
24"
36"
adjust.
Platform slides left and right over 36"
the
10-5/8"
keyboard, tilts forward and9-1/4"
backward and
17"
12" radius
adjusts up and19-1/2"
down to 7"the same level as the
keyboard platform. Features 3M™ Precise™
24" Optical Mousing Surface.

max. extension
from work
surface: 7.25"
(184mm)
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7"

track mounts
4" (102 mm)
back from
desk edge

26.5" (673 mm) overall keyboard tray width with
mouse platform fully extended

24"

• F
 or corner workstations or straight-on
workstations that can accept a 23"
(584 mm) track.
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Maximum height above
mounting surface

• G
 el wrist rests for keyboard and mouse
platforms 7-1/8"
add 5-3/4"
comfort
11-1/8" by minimizing
min.
min.
pressure points. Leatherette cover lasts
longer than fabric-covered wrist rests and is
track
easier to clean.
length:
36"

Yes
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36" x 24" (914 mm x 610 mm)
curved corner work surface
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36" x 24" (914 mm x 610 mm)
straight corner work surface

